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Hello everyone and welcome to my
exclusive PDF. If you are reading
this not them I am honored that
you decided to attend my webinar.
If not then you really should not be
reading this. It's kind of like that
old urban legend about the man
stumbling into empty funeral
service and staying because he felt
sorry no one was there but then
weeks later the man finds himself
with the mans millions in wealth
delivered to him as the dead guy
fears none of his greedy family
would attend his funeral so the
inheritance would be split amongst
them.

This is exactly like that.

Let's begin.
Skip to the last page for a kit list!

Our first step here is to inflate our
lilac rounds. The first one will be
blown up to 5 inches and then
softened a little.

And the other will only be about 3
inches max.

You also need to split that 3 inch
one in half right down the middle.

Then make a sidewall bubble in
the 5 inch one as shown and
connect the two.

This is the current body/ leg structure I
do for most of my line work. Makes
great monkeys, penguins, bunnies,
bears, snoopy, Woodstock, you name it.

Take the alien head and stuff it into the
clear 5 inch round.

Inflate the alien head first so it is
about the size of a baseball.

Then blow up the clear balloon
until you are happy with the size of
the helmet. Mine was 4.5 inches.

Then just tie this onto the 5 inch lilac body.

Now inflate a lilac 160 until you have
about 3 fingers worth of tail left.

And just make a little half inch pinch
twist in the end.

Make a 4 inch bubble and follow it
up with another half inch pinch twist.

Now make another 4 inch bubble to
go back to the original pinch twist.
Place it around the neck of the alien
and lock it in place as shown.

Take the rest of the 160 and loop it up
over the clear to make a space helmet.
Should be pretty snug.

Next make a little arm by making a
friction twist about an inch down and
then another actual twist another
inch in as shown.

And then just mirror that arm into the
pinch twist on the other side. Remove
the rest and you are set!

And done. Not to bad right? He's
just a little guy that can be thrown
together real fast. Make sure you
have prestuffed some alien heads!

Begin by inflating your geo blossom
to full, giving it a good burp and
then tie it off. Make the actual knot
as high up on the nozzle as you can
so you can play a bit.

Twist off a small bubble at the nozzle
end and create a pinch twist. This is
kind of a knacky maneuver so play
with it a bit.

Inflate a lime 260 until you have 6
fingers worth of tail.

And tie that 260 into the pinch
twisted geo.

Make a 2 inch bubble and follow it
up with a 1.5 inch pinch twist.

Place the end of the 260 through the
hole of the geo and begin to pull...

Until it is all the way and you have this
shape here.

With the rest of the 260 make a little loop
up and then into the back geo pinch
twist. The loop should be large enough to
pass a 260 through. Remove the rest.

Next spiral inflate a lime 350. To do
this I recommend a normal salon hair
curler set to its lowest setting to avoid
burning.

Make a pinch twist in the nozzle end.
Not to big.

Now connect that pinch twist to the one
you created in the back of the geo.

Inflate a goldenrod (or yellow) 5
inch round to 3 inches.

Now split it in half.

Shove those bubbles through the loop of
the face we created and add your favorite
artwork. I like to draw circles but I'm a
simpleton.

And there you have it. A snake all
cute and fuzzy. Pretty fast for line
work and super big and impressive
to audiences. I use this one all the
time.

First inflate a mocha 5 inch round to
full and then give it a bit of a burp. If
you have a 6 inch mocha quick link
then feel free to swap that out here.

Inflate a blush 5 inch round to
about 3.5 inches.

Tie both of those together.

Inflate a mocha 350 to 5 inches of tail.

Make a pinch twist in the end of the 350.

Go about 9 inches down the 350 and
make a 2 inch pinch twist.

And then make another one. Remove
the rest.

Make a sidewall bubble in the end of
the mocha round. If you used a quick
link then just ignore this step.

Link that sidewall bubble into that first
pinch twist there.

Take a 260 mocha and twist two 4 inch
bubbles tie them back together and
then remove the rest.

Then twist those in separate directions to
create a couple ears.

Twist those ears into the sidewall bubble
you made. If things are going to pop
they will do it now.

Reverse inflate a chocolate brown 260
until there is 2 inches of (nozzle?) left.

Twist the chocolate balloon right in the
middle. You want to connect it into the
pinch twists as shown.

Pull that same 260 up into the ears. This
creates a mane. Pretty neat right?

Use the rest of the 260 to create a loop
back into the ears. This completes the look
by creating a puff of hair on top of the
head. Great place to mount a unicorn
horn too.

Inflate a light blue 160 (any color really)
to 2 inches of tail. Make a half inch pinch
twist.

Then make a 4 inch bubble followed
by another half inch pinch twist.

Make a 7 inch bubble over into the
opposite pinch twist. This loop goes
around the connection the two rounds
make. Does that make any sense? Just
look at the photo.

Take the rest of the 160 and pull it around
the back of the horse neck. This makes
reigns. Kids love reigns.

On the side of the mocha round draw
your eye of choice.

And a little mouth and nose on the blush.

And there you have it. Kids can
laugh and play with great
enthusiasm. Change the colors to
create all sorts of animals.
Unicorns, zebras, giraffes, and
donkeys are all possible now!

Kit List:
Alien:
Lilac 160 x1
Lilac 5 inch round x2
Clear 5 inch round x1
Alien head print round x1

Snake:
Lime 260 x1
Lime 350 x1
Goldenrod 5 inch round x1
Lime 6 inch geo blossom x1

Stick Horse:
Pale blue 160 x1
Mocha 260 x1
Mocha 350 x1
Chocolate 260 x1
Mocha 5 inch round x1
Blush 5 inch round x1
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